
Window Solutions for Historic Buildings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We often think of building projects as new construction. However, the reality is that in any given year, there are typically more building renovation and rehabilitation projects undertaken by owners than there are new construction projects. Only a small percentage of these existing building projects fall in the category of “historic” with the associated public programs and design restrictions that go along with that designation. The majority are motivated by changing owner needs, energy concerns, maintenance considerations, and general modernization or upgrade requirements. In all of these cases, windows are often a topic of interest and concern. Should they be replaced or can they be repaired? If they are replaced, what are the options? Which option is best for a particular situation? Understanding how to answer these questions gives architects the ability to work with their clients to make informed decisions and improve the overall outcome of projects.  In the next hour, we’ll discuss window solutions for historic buildings with an emphasis on an aesthetic comparison of new and existing windows in historic buildings.FYI.  Throughout these speaker notes you will see the letters FYI.  These notes are background information for you.  You can decide how much of this information you want to share with your audience.  You don’t have to say everything in these speaker notes, but you do need to cover the information on the slides.  CONFIDENTIAL: The contents of this presentation are confidential to Pella Corporation and its subsidiaries and are intended solely for the use of Pella Corporation, its subsidiaries, and the dealers affiliated with Pella Corporation and its subsidiaries. Any copying or distribution of this presentation or its contents without the express written consent of Pella Corporation is prohibited.  Because we’re always working to further refine our products and develop new ones, specifications may change without notice.  Actual products may vary slightly from illustrations and photos.  Please see www.pellaadm.com for the most current product information.



Pella Corporation is a Registered Provider with The American Institute of Architects 
Continuing Education System.  Credit earned on completion of this program will be reported 
to CES Records for AIA members.  Certificates of Completion for non-AIA members are 
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it does not include content that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or 
endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or any method or manner of 
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.  Questions related to 
specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the conclusion of this 
presentation.
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AIACES Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is required at the beginning of every AIA/CES continuing education program.  Summarize the message with emphasis on the last sentence.“Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.”  In keeping with AIA guidelines, any specific questions about Pella products or services will be deferred to the end of the presentation. 
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Presentation Notes
This slide is recommended at the beginning of every AIA/CES continuing education program.  



• Discuss historic 
significance

• Describe historic 
standards & guidelines 
for window 
rehabilitation

• Design a window 
rehabilitation plan

• Evaluate window 
replacement options

Waksman Institute of Microbiology            Rutgers University

Learning Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will cover the following Learning Objectives during this program.Discuss the historic significance of windows in existing buildings.List the National Park Service's guidelines for historic window rehabilitation.Design a window rehabilitation plan for buildings that includes recommendations for preservation, maintenance, repair, replacement where needed, design for missing historic features, alterations/additions, and energy retrofitting.Evaluate window replacement options for existing commercial and institutional buildings.Note to presenter: The purpose of the first three objectives is to establish your expertise on this topic so your architects will come to you when they have questions about historic window replacement.  The purpose of the last objective is to help your audience see the differences and similarities between historic windows and new windows.



• What determines the historic 
significance of buildings?

• Which of these buildings is 
more historically significant?  
Why?

Ag Building Iowa State Fairgrounds, Des Moines, IA                                  Reliance Building                        Chicago, IL

Historic Significance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the audience these questions to get them thinking about this topic.1. What determines the historic significance of buildings?  Possible answers may include: integrity of location, design, setting, materials, & workmanship building is an excellent example of a style, period, or method of construction site where a historical event occurred or an important person lived or worked structure that represents a turning point in architectural design site that has yielded or is likely to yield important historical information2. Which of these buildings is more historically significant?  Why?FYI.  Most architects will say the Reliance Building because of it’s innovative structure and wall cladding system.   



Can be defined in terms of
preservation tax incentives:
• Certified historic structure

– 20% tax credit
• Non-historic, non-residential 

buildings
– 10% tax credit

• Non-certified renovations
– No tax credits Reliance Building                             Chicago, IL

Historic Significance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since defining what is and is not historically significant can be somewhat subjective, we’re going to look at historic significance in terms of preservation tax incentives.  Tax incentives are available for:1.  Certified historic structures (20% tax credit available)2.  Non-historic, non-residential buildings built before 1936 (10% tax credit available)In addition to these two, there is a third category for all of the buildings that get renovated but do not fall into one of the first two categories.  Let’s refer to those buildings as:3.  Non-certified renovations No tax credits Existing buildings not seeking tax credits May include Certified Historic StructuresAs noted previously, the majority of building renovations fall into the third category.  Restore Media, a company that specializes in covering the renovation of historic buildings, states that $170 billion is spent yearly on the renovation of non-residential and residential buildings.  In contrast, Restore Media states that $3.5 billion in federal historic tax credits is available – a small % of the total invested in building renovation.Today, we’re going to focus our discussion on certified historic structures and the 20% federal tax credit. 



• A building listed individually on the National Register of Historic Places
• Example: Willard Hotel, Washington DC

Certified Historic Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The usual first question to ask regarding an existing building of some age and character is whether or not it has been listed by the U.S. Department of the Interior or the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). Individual buildings can be listed as a certified Historic Structure on the National Register of Historic Places and be subject to rehabilitation standards and guidelines issued by the US Secretary of the Interior and administered by the US National Park Service (NPS). However, even if a building isn’t yet listed, the fact that it is eligible may suggest compliance with the standards if the owner would like to eventually see it listed.The Willard Hotel is an example of a building that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places as shown by the chart in the upper right hand corner of the slide. 



• A building located in a registered historic district & certified by the National Park 
Service (NPS) as contributing to the historic significance of the district

• Example: University of Notre Dame Main and South Quadrangle
• 20% tax credit available for NPS “certified” rehabilitation

Certified Historic Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further, a building located in a registered historic district & certified by the NPS as contributing to the historic significance of that district will also be subject to applicable provisions of the standards. The incentive for the owner to comply with these standards comes most often in the form of a Federal income tax credit of 20% on rehabilitation work done to the buildings. Eligibility of these tax credits will be subject to a NPS or SHPO review and certification process to demonstrate compliance with the standards.The University of Notre Dame Main and South Quadrangle is an example of a registered historic site that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places as shown by the chart in the lower left hand corner of the slide.  It’s interesting to note that when the Main Administration Building was renovated, the university did not apply for the available 20% federal tax credit. 



Windows are considered
significant when:

• Original 
or 

• Changed within the period of significance
• Show exceptional craftsmanship or design
• Contribute to the historic character of the 

property

Winchester Town Hall, Boston, MA

Historic Significance of Windows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking more specifically at windows as historic features, they are usually considered significant when they are original to the building. However, they can also be important if they were changed within a time period of significance, if they demonstrate exceptional craftsmanship or design, or if they contribute notably to the historic character of the property. Hence, windows may need to be looked at under these criteria to determine whether repair or replacement is the preferred option for projects involving federal tax credits.  



• Discuss historic 
significance

• Describe historic 
standards & guidelines 
for window 
rehabilitation

• Design a window 
rehabilitation plan

• Evaluate window 
replacement options

Waksman Institute of Microbiology            Rutgers University

Learning Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve addressed our first learning objective, let’s move on to our second and third learning objectives.  Since the standards and guidelines serve as the basis for the window rehabilitation plan, we’ll cover them simultaneously in the next set of slides.• Describe historic standards & guidelines for window rehabilitation. • Design a window rehabilitation plan for buildings.



Standards for Rehabilitation
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires 
minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial 
relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal 
of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be 
undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right 
will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples 
of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new 
feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. 
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical 
evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not 
be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy 
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. 
The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the 
historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the 
integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in a 
such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the 
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

• Developed by the Secretary of 
the Interior to guide work 
undertaken on historic buildings

• Used by the National Park 
Service to determine if a 
rehabilitation qualifies for 
federal tax credits

• Guide preservation of historic 
federal & private properties not 
seeking tax credits

Standards for Rehabilitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secretary of the Interior Standards for RehabilitationThe Standards were developed by the Secretary of the Interior to guide work undertaken on historic buildings. They are used by the National Park Service to determine if a historic building rehabilitation qualifies for federal tax credits. They are also used to guide the preservation of historic federal & private properties not seeking tax credits. FYI. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties are common sense principles in non-technical language. They were developed to help protect our nation's irreplaceable cultural resources by promoting consistent preservation practices. The Standards may be applied to all properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places: buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts. The Standards are a series of concepts about maintaining, repairing and replacing historic materials, as well as designing new additions or making alterations. They cannot, in and of themselves, be used to make decisions about which features of a historic property should be preserved and which might be changed. But once an appropriate treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical consistency to the work.There are Standards for four distinct, but interrelated, approaches to the treatment of historic properties--preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and retention of a property's form as it has evolved over time.  Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet continuing or changing uses while retaining the property's historic character. Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while removing evidence of other periods. Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes.  



• Defined as:
the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through 
repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which 
convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.

• An approach guided by The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation:
Deteriorated historic  features shall be repaired rather than replaced.  Where 
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new 
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities 
and, where possible, materials.

Rehabilitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For purposes of such compliance, rehabilitation is defined as “the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.” Recognizing that portions of the building or some of its significant features, including windows, may be deteriorated, the stated preferred choice is to repair and preserve those existing features rather than replace them outright. The architect and owner together need to assess the building and its features to determine if repair is indeed possible and the feasibility of going about it. Nonetheless, the standards do go on to allow for replacement where the severity of deterioration prevents such repair or restoration. The requirement in this case is that the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. 



• Developed in 1977
• Helps property owners, developers, & Federal managers apply the Secretary of the 

Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation”
• Includes guidelines for windows, entrances, and storefronts
• Recommended vs. Not Recommended

Guidelines for Rehabilitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The correlating Guidelines for Rehabilitation were developed in 1977 to help property owners, developers, & Federal managers apply the Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation.” They include guidelines for windows, entrances, and storefronts using an approach of listing Recommended vs. Not Recommended practices.FYI.  As stated previously, the primary purpose of these guidelines is to protect our historic buildings and keep them as they are.  Thus, the emphasis is on repair rather than replacement.  As a result, the guidelines are very restrictive.  That’s one reason why many owners choose not to pursue the historic tax credits when they renovate their buildings.  



• Identify – Retain -
Preserve

• Protect - Maintain
• Repair
• Replace
• Design for Missing 

Historic Features
• Alterations/Additio

ns to Historic 
Buildings

• Energy Retrofitting

Guidelines for Rehabilitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portions applicable to windows are summarized below and will be covered in the following slides: Identify – Retain -PreserveProtect - MaintainRepairReplaceDesign for Missing Historic FeaturesAlterations/Additions to Historic BuildingsEnergy RetrofittingWhile covering each of these guidelines, we’ll address only the bullets highlighted in red as examples of each guideline.  The remaining text on the slides is for reference only. 



Recommended
• Identifying, retaining, and preserving windows--and their functional & 

decorative features--that are important in defining the overall historic 
character of the building
– Frames, sash, muntins, glazing, sills, heads, hoodmolds, moldings

• In depth survey of existing conditions

Not Recommended
• Removing or radically changing windows 
• Changing the number, location, size or glazing pattern of windows
• Changing the historic appearance of windows
• Stripping windows of historic material 
• Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass, 

stuck sash, and high air infiltration. 

Window condition assessment preceding repair work

New window is radically different from historic window

Identify – Retain - Preserve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify - Retain – Preserve.  Following a field survey and identification of the existing windows, the first option to consider is whether or not some or all of the windows will be retained and preserved with little or no additional work.  An in depth survey of existing conditions is recommended.  Changing the historic appearance of windows is not recommended. RecommendedIdentifying, retaining, and preserving windows--and their functional and decorative features--that are important in defining the overall historic character of the building. Such features can include frames, sash, muntins, glazing, sills, heads, hoodmolds, paneled or decorated jambs and moldings, and interior and exterior shutters and blinds.Conducting an in depth survey of the conditions of existing windows early in rehabilitation planning so that repair and upgrading methods and possible replacement options can be fully explored.Not RecommendedRemoving or radically changing windows which are important in defining the historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished.Changing the number, location, size or glazing pattern of windows, through cutting new openings, blocking-in windows, and installing replacement sash that do not fit the historic window opening. Changing the historic appearance of windows through the use of inappropriate designs, materials, finishes, or colors which noticeably change the sash, depth of reveal, and muntin configuration; the reflectivity and color of the glazing; or the appearance of the frame. Stripping windows of historic material such as wood, cast iron, and bronze. Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, and high air infiltration. These conditions, in themselves, are no indication that windows are beyond repair.



Recommended
• Protecting and maintaining the materials which comprise the 

window frame, sash, muntins, and surrounds through 
appropriate surface treatments

– cleaning, rust removal, limited paint removal, and re-application of protective 
coating systems

• Making windows weathertight by re-caulking and replacing 
weatherstripping

• Evaluating the overall condition of materials

Not Recommended
• Failing to provide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical basis
• Retrofitting or replacing windows rather than maintaining them
• Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection 

of historic windows

Re-application of protective coating systems

Failing to provide adequate protection of materials

Protect - Maintain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protect and Maintain.  Some windows may require some basic attention at the maintenance level in order to protect them from deterioration and remain fully functional. RecommendedProtecting and maintaining the wood and architectural metal which comprise the window frame, sash, muntins, and surrounds through appropriate surface treatments such as cleaning, rust removal, limited paint removal, and re-application of protective coating systems.Making windows weathertight by re-caulking and replacing or installing weatherstripping. These actions also improve thermal efficiency.Evaluating the overall condition of materials to determine whether more than protection and maintenance are required, i.e. if repairs to windows and window features will be required.Not RecommendedFailing to provide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the window results.Retrofitting or replacing windows rather than maintaining the sash, frame, and glazing.Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of historic windows. 



Recommended
• Repairing window frames & sash by 

patching, splicing, consolidating or 
otherwise reinforcing

– May include replacement in kind of those 
parts that are either deteriorated or missing

Not Recommended
• Replacing an entire window when 

repair of materials and limited 
replacement of deteriorated or missing 
parts are appropriate. 

• Failing to reuse serviceable window 
hardware 

• Using substitute material for the 
replacement part that does not convey 
the visual appearance of the surviving 
parts of the window 

Repairing window frames by patching

Repair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Repair.  Other windows may have broken pieces or elements that require functional repair of that damage. Repairs should always be carried out with the intention of matching the existing elements as closely as possible or practical for general aesthetic and operational needs in addition to any historic concerns.RecommendedRepairing window frames and sash by patching, splicing, consolidating or otherwise reinforcing.  Such repair may also include replacement in kind--or with compatible substitute material--of those parts that are either extensively deteriorated or are missing when there are surviving prototypes such as architraves, hoodmolds, sash, sills, and interior or exterior shutters and blinds.Not RecommendedReplacing an entire window when repair of materials and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing parts are appropriate. Failing to reuse serviceable window hardware such as brass sash lifts and sash locks. Using substitute material for the replacement part that does not convey the visual appearance of the surviving parts of the window or that is physically or chemically incompatible.  



Recommended
• Replacing in kind an entire window that is too 

deteriorated to repair using the same sash and 
pane configuration and other design details

• If using the same kind of material is not technically or 
economically feasible, then a compatible substitute 
material may be considered

Not Recommended
• Removing a character-defining window that is 

unrepairable and blocking it in; or replacing it with a 
new window that does not convey the same visual 
appearance

Deteriorated historic wood windows

New replacement wood windows

Replace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Replace.  When none of the previous options are truly feasible, then the windows need to be considered for replacement. In doing so, using the criteria on the next slide can be useful since any one of them may be appropriate justification to replace rather than repair a window: RecommendedReplacing in kind an entire window that is too deteriorated to repair using the same sash and pane configuration and other design details. If using the same kind of material is not technically or economically feasible when replacing windows deteriorated beyond repair, then a compatible substitute material may be considered.Not RecommendedRemoving a character-defining window that is unrepairable and blocking it in; or replacing it with a new window that does not convey the same visual appearance.For example, on certain types of large buildings, particularly high-rises, aluminum windows may be a suitable replacement for historic wood sash provided wood replacement windows are not practical and the design detail of the historic windows can be matched. Historic color duplication, custom contour panning, incorporation of either an integral muntin or 5/8" deep trapezoidal exterior muntin grids, where applicable, retention of the same glass to frame ratio, matching of the historic reveal, and duplication of the frame width, depth, and such existing decorative details as arched tops should all be components in aluminum replacements for use on historic buildings. 



• Deterioration is too severe to repair
• Windows are not significant to the historic 

character of the building
• Less important elevations or interior spaces
• Replacing a few windows on a large elevation
• Distance from the ground
• Code requirements
• Energy Performance
• Ease of operation
• Hazard abatement
• Cost

Simple window design is not significant to the historic character of the building

Criteria for Replacement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deterioration is too severe to effectively repair – i.e. the existing elements of the windows are in such poor condition that the repairs will not be long lasting. The historic character of the buildings is not based on the windows. Hence, their replacement will not detract from that character.Windows on less important elevations (e.g. the alley or those next to another building) or located in less important interior spaces may be subject to less scrutiny and thus more likely to be replaced rather than repaired.It may be possible that the replacement of a few windows may have only an inconsequential effect on the character of an elevation with many windows.Replacement windows that are part of the base of high-rise buildings must match the historic windows in all their details and in material (wood for wood and metal for metal). Replacement windows above a distinct base of tall buildings must match the historic windows in size, design and all details that can be perceived from ground level. While factors including codes, energy, operability, hazard abatement, and cost, if taken individually, are not reasons to replace windows, they may be issues to consider in conjunction with deterioration in establishing a need for window replacement.



Design for Missing Historic Features
Recommended
• Designing and installing new windows when 

the historic windows are completely missing
• Replacement windows may be:

– an accurate restoration
– a new design that is compatible with the window 

openings and the historic character of the building 

Not Recommended
• Creating a false historical appearance because 

the replaced window is based on insufficient 
historical, pictorial, and physical documentation 

• Introducing a new design that is incompatible 
with the historic character of the building

Install new windows when historic windows are missing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Windows that have been previously removed, filled in, or deteriorated inconsistently in a building need to be addressed. The best approach is usually to provide new replacement windows that match as closely as possible the existing windows in the rest of the building. RecommendedDesigning and installing new windows when the historic windows (frames, sash and glazing) are completely missing. The replacement windows may be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial, and physical documentation; or be a new design that is compatible with the window openings and the historic character of the building. Not RecommendedCreating a false historical appearance because the replaced window is based on insufficient historical, pictorial, and physical documentation. Introducing a new design that is incompatible with the historic character of the building. 



Installing new  windows that are incompatible 
with the building's historic appearance

Recommended
• Designing and installing additional windows if required by the 

new use
• New window openings 

– compatible with the overall design of the building
– don’t duplicate the fenestration pattern and detailing of a 

character-defining elevation 
• Providing a setback in the design of dropped ceilings to allow 

for the full height of the window openings 

Not Recommended
• Installing new windows that are incompatible with the 

building's historic appearance
• Inserting new floors or furred-down ceilings which cut across 

the glazed areas of windows
Designing and installing additional windows

Alterations/Additions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alterations/Additions to Historic Buildings: a legitimate alteration or addition to an older or historic building is allowable under the Rehabilitation Guidelines but the style may or may not be an issue. In most cases it is preferred that any building additions or substantive alterations are compatible in style with the existing but can clearly be discerned as constructed at a different time. Hence the preference in this case will be to have new windows that do NOT match exactly, but are aesthetically compatible instead.  In the photo on the right, the building additions above the black line are new construction.  Does your audience think these additions comply with the recommended guidelines?RecommendedDesigning and installing additional windows if required by the new use. New window openings may also be cut into exposed party walls. Such design should be compatible with the overall design of the building, but not duplicate the fenestration pattern and detailing of a character-defining elevation. Providing a setback in the design of dropped ceilings when they are required for the new use to allow for the full height of the window openings. Not RecommendedInstalling new windows, including frames, sash, and muntin configuration that are incompatible with the building's historic appearance or obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining features.Inserting new floors or furred-down ceilings which cut across the glazed areas of windows so that the exterior form and appearance of the windows are changed. 



Recommended
• Utilizing inherent energy conserving features
• Improving thermal efficiency
• Installing interior storm windows
• Installing exterior storm windows which do not damage or obscure 

the windows and frames
• Considering the use of lightly tinted glazing on non-character-defining 

elevations

Not Recommended
• Removing historic shading devices  
• Replacing historic multi-paned sash with new thermal sash utilizing 

false muntins or no muntins 
• Installing interior storm windows that damage the historic window 
• Installing inappropriate exterior storm windows 
• Replacing operable windows with fixed glass or inoperable sash
• Using tinted or reflective glazing on character-defining or other 

conspicuous elevations Heavily tinted glass – no muntins – on replacement windows

Energy conserving shutters       Interior storm windows

Energy Retrofitting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy Retrofitting: meeting contemporary energy needs is an increasingly common reason to replace windows. This applies to the glass and window unit as much as to the cavities around the windows to increase overall R-values and decrease air infiltration. Some of the energy improvements may be visible, while many, such as insulating around window frames and adjacent wall cavities, may not be. RecommendedUtilizing the inherent energy conserving features of a building by maintaining windows and louvered blinds in good operable condition for natural ventilation. Improving thermal efficiency with weatherstripping, storm windows, caulking, interior shades, and if historically appropriate, blinds and awnings. Installing interior storm windows with air-tight gaskets, ventilating holes, and/or removable clips to insure proper maintenance and to avoid condensation damage to historic windows. Installing exterior storm windows which do not damage or obscure the windows and frames.Considering the use of lightly tinted glazing on non-character-defining elevations if other energy retrofitting alternatives are not possibleNot RecommendedRemoving historic shading devices rather than keeping them in an operable condition. Replacing historic multi-paned sash with new thermal sash utilizing false muntins. Installing interior storm windows that allow moisture to accumulate and damage the window. Installing new exterior storm windows which are inappropriate in size or color.Replacing windows or transoms with fixed thermal glazing or permitting windows and transoms to remain inoperable rather than utilizing them for their energy conserving potential.Using tinted or reflective glazing on character-defining or other conspicuous elevations. 



• Discuss historic 
significance

• Describe historic 
standards & guidelines 
for window 
rehabilitation

• Design a window 
rehabilitation plan

• Evaluate window 
replacement options

Waksman Institute of Microbiology            Rutgers University

Learning Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the decision is made to replace rather than pursue repair of the windows, then some fundamental design decisions need to be considered.  That takes us to our final learning objective.Evaluate window replacement options



• Pattern/size of openings
• Window materials & types
• Window design
• Muntin patterns & profiles
• Exterior & interior trim
• Glass type
• Structural performance
• Ease of operation
• Noise control
• Energy efficiency
• Cost
• Code requirements
• Hazard abatement Baltimore Orioles Stadium at Camden Yards                                                 Baltimore, MD

Window Replacement Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first window replacement consideration is:Pattern and Size: The pattern and size of openings are the most visible aspect of the windows. Generally, keeping the same pattern of openings is seen as desirable, but there may be reasons to change the sizes to be either larger or smaller. Conversely, there may be reasons to consider keeping the size identical in all respects to the existing.In the photo on the right, the repeating pattern and size of the windows is a major component of the building design.Although there are many other window replacement considerations, we’re going to focus on those that include window materials and design, including sightlines, profiles, muntins, and exterior trim.



• Match existing?
– Wood, metal
– Double/single-hung, casement, awning, fixed

Awning                                                             Double-hung Simulated Double-hung                                             Single-hung

Window Materials &Types
• New material choices

– Wood, Clad wood
– Aluminum
– Fiberglass, Vinyl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type: Window type is a fundamental choice. The decision to keep the same style as existing or change to another such as double hung, single hung, casement, awning, fixed or other types best suited to the rehabilitated building need to be determined.Materials: Window unit materials for commercial and institutional buildings include not only aluminum and other metals, but increasingly wood, aluminum clad wood, fiberglass, or all vinyl windows are being used based on the preferred characteristics of those materials.



Historic Window Design

1. SASH 2. STOP 3. MOLD

Do all historic windows look like this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All historic double-hung windows typically include the operable sash, the blind stop, and the brickmould or exterior trim.Question for the audience: Do all historic windows look like this?  What is different?



Historic Window Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utilizing the historic drawings and window photos shown, let’s look at some window design elements that were common to most historic double-hung windows.Click: the dimension of the top rail and stiles were typically the same dimension.Click: the bottom rail was typically taller than the other components.Click: the checkrail was typically thinner than the top rail and stiles.Click: the glass was set into the sash/muntins with putty, hence the term putty-glazed. The putty created a simple profile. The interior of the muntin was typically more ornate.  The depth from the face of the muntin to the glass was significant.Click: the stiles typically ran through creating vertical lines where the rails meet the stiles.Click: sash lugs were typically an extension of the stile and were of the same width as the stiles and in the same plane.Click: There was typically a setback from exterior trim to blind stop and from blind stop to sash, creating distinctive shadow lines. 



Equal Sight Lines

New Window Design

Putty Glazed Profiles

Through Stile Construction

Butt Joinery

Flush Sash Lugs

Authentic Muntin Depths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at how new window design compares to the historic design.  Some questions to consider.Do the top rail and stiles provide equal sight lines?Do the stiles run through creating vertical lines and butt joinery where the rails meet the stiles?Do the sash and muntins have a putty-glazed profile?Are the muntin depths from face of the muntin to glass authentic?Are the sash lugs of the same width as the stiles and in the same plane?Is there a setback from exterior trim to blind stop and from blind stop to sash?



Variation in New Window Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is this type of detailing consistent with all new windows?  No.  Detailing varies significantly from one manufacturer to another.  Let’s look at some examples.Click: the top rail is wider than the stile.Click: the checkrail is much wider than the stiles.Click: the top rail is narrower than the stile.Click: the sash lugs are set back from the face of the stile and not always the same width.Click: the stiles don’t always run through.Click: the muntin profile has too much detail, not simple like putty.With so much variation, it’s important to see the windows side by side before selecting the most compatible new window.



Muntin Bar Profiles

7/8” TDL               1-3/4” TDL                    5/8” SDL Putty             7/8” SDL Putty                        7/8” SDL  7/8” SDL                      7/8” SDL
w/ single glass              w/ IG                       w/ foam spacer             w/ foam spacer                  w/ foam spacer        w/ metal spacer              w/ no spacer

3/4” snap-in               3/4” aluminum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s compare the historic putty-glazed muntins on the top with the new muntin options on the bottom.Muntin patterns & profiles vary notably as does the rationale to include them or not as part of the design. Historical considerations or general design appearance may require them, but energy concerns may seek to minimize them. Many window manufacturers offer choices that include muntins placed over both sides of double glazing with spacers between the glass to simulate historic profiles yet minimize the interruptions in the glass and potential air and water leakage points. Many widths and profiles are available - from authentic true divided lights (TDL) to simulated divided lights (SDL) to less historic options like snap-ins and grilles-between-the-glass.  Note the difference in the spacer options for the simulated divided lights (foam, metal, none).



Muntin Bar Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s take a closer look at the spacer options (foam, metal, none).The aesthetic is very different.Which do you think looks most like authentic divided lights?



Muntin Bar Comparison

• Better water 
performance, fewer 
joints

• Improved structural 
performance

• Superior thermal 
performance

• Accepted by National 
Park Service

7/8” TDL w/ single glass      1-3/4” TDL w/ IG           7/8” SDL w/ foam spacer      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 1990 we’ve seen a shift away from True divided lights (TDLs) to Simulated Divided lights (SDLs).  Of course, the historic true divided light was single glazed as shown by the muntin detail on the left.  With the energy crisis of the 1970s we saw an increase in the use of insulating glass.  But this trend had a major impact on the TDL.  The TDLs got much larger to accommodate the thicker piece of insulating glass.  Whereas the historic TDL with single glass had a width of approximately 7/8”, the modern TDL with insulating glass had a width of 1-3/4” (see center detail).  The greater width was no longer historically correct in many cases.  Architect requests for energy efficiency combined with historical authenticity resulted in the introduction of SDLs with a variety of widths and spacers starting in 1990 (see detail at right).Simulated divided lights, while providing the beauty of true divided lights, also provide the energy efficiency of insulating glass. Both interior and exterior muntins are permanently bonded to a single unit of insulating glass. Compared to true divided lights, this creates a stronger window with fewer joints that could fail, resulting in less air and water infiltration.Plus, the foam spacer shown in the detail on the right enhances the authentic look and provides a better thermal break than a metal spacer. It also provides a more historic look than a shiny metal spacer or no spacer at all.Although historic preservation officers did not embrace the SDL technology at first, we now see SDLs being accepted by the National Park Service (NPS) on select historic projects involving federal tax credits.  Each project is typically evaluated on its own merits.  As a result, the use of TDLs has declined in use while SDL use has increased.



Exterior Trim

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve taken a close look at the detailing of historic windows and new windows, let’s turn our discussion to the way the window meets the wall.In many cases, the exterior trim was used to attach the window to the wall.  Although there was great consistency in the size and profile of the blind stop, the profile of the exterior trim often varied greatly from one building to another.We’ll take a closer look at some exterior trim options in a few minutes as we review a series of three case studies.



Verifying the Design - Drawings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: how do we verify that the new window matches the historic window?One way is with comparative drawings as shown here. 



Verifying the Design - Drawings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By drawing both old and new to scale and dimensioning the key components we can get a good sense of sightlines and profiles.Do the drawings tell us everything we need to know about the match of the new and old?



What the 2D Drawings don’t show us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The drawings fail to show us what the window looks like in three dimensions, what materials are used, how corners meet, which components run through, etc.Let’s look at some examples of new replacement windows. Click: Note the plastic stop at the top of the jamb, the hole in the jamb and the exposed vinyl where the sash meets the frame.Click: An extra piece of aluminum was added at the joint to conceal poor joinery.Click: the jamb liner and it’s color are much different from the rest of the window.Click: the applied muntin fell off a few weeks after the mock-up window was installed.Click: the stile doesn’t run throughClick: the sash lug is wider than the stile above and set back from the face of the stile.



Mock-up 1 Existing Mock-up 2

Verifying the Design – Mock-ups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the drawings are helpful, a better way to compare new windows to historic windows is by installing mock-up windows in close proximity to the historic windows.Question: How do the mock-ups on the sides compare to the historic window in the middle?



Variation in New Window DesignVerifying the Design – Mock-ups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: How does the mock-up on the right compare to the historic window on the left?



Verifying the Design – Mock-ups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: How does the mock-up on the right compare to the historic window on the left?



Verifying the Design – Mock-ups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: One final example: how does the mock-up on the right compare to the historic window on the left?



Window Replacement Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve reviewed some of the common window design considerations, let’s look at some different approaches to window replacement through a series of three case studies.  Let’s look at how these case studies either do or do not adhere to some of the characteristics discussed thus far.From the left:New York Life Building, Kansas CityMain Building, University of Notre DameHolden Block, ChicagoAll are on the national register of historic places.  All are certified historic structures.  Two of the three applied for the 20% federal tax credit.  One replaced wood windows with wood windows.  Two replaced wood windows with aluminum-clad wood windows.  In one case, the existing windows were completely gone at the time of the renovation.FYI. As soon as we have completed projects with the new Pella® Architect Series® Reserve™ products, we hope to replace these case studies.  To create a new case study, we’ll need before and after photos, drawings of the existing windows, and drawings of the replacement windows.  We’ll give top priority to buildings that are on the National Register of Historic Places and are pursuing the 20% federal tax credit.  If you have a project, please send details to tmzeimetz@pella.com.



New York Life Building - Kansas City

• National Register of Historic Places
• Certified Historic Structure
• 20% federal tax credit
• Replacement with wood windows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the renovation of the historic New York Life Building in Kansas City was considered, the building team decided to pursue historic tax credits.  Since the building was on the National Register of Historic Places, it qualified for pursuit of the 20% federal tax credit.As shown by the white rectangle on the slide, pursuit of federal tax credits requires a 3-part approval process administered by the National Park Service (NPS) in conjunction with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).Let’s look at how the original wood windows were replaced with new wood windows.  



Existing Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The drawings on the left show the historic details for the New York Life Building in Kansas City shown on the right.  Based on several factors, the decision was made to tear-out the existing wood sash and frames and replace them with new wood windows as shown by the drawings on the next slide. The process for implementing this approach will begin with the complete removal of the existing sash & frame exposing the exterior wall system. The rough opening will need to have any incidental items such as abandoned fasteners or flashing removed and where appropriate, new blocking and insulation installed in exposed cavities. 



Existing vs. New Details
• Exact match

– Sightlines
– Set-backs
– Brickmould profile

• Acceptable match
– New product 

profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s compare the existing windows to the new windows by looking at the drawings for each.Click: Sightlines at the head match exactly.Click: Sightlines at the meeting rail match exactly.Click: Sightlines at the sill match exactly.Click: Sightlines at the jamb match exactly.Click: the setback from face of exterior trim to blind stop to face of sash is also an exact match.The exterior brickmould is an exact match.  Although not an exact match, the sash and frame profiles of the new window were considered acceptable by the SHPO and NPS.



• Replace historic wood 
windows with new wood 
windows

• Complete tear-out
• Match sightlines but not 

profiles
• Replace clear single glass 

with low-E double glazing
• Owner emphasis on energy 

efficiency & sustainability

New York Life Building - Kansas City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RecapWhen multinational energy company Utilicorp United decided to renovate the former New York Life building in Kansas City, Missouri, for its headquarters, the challenge was to create a workplace that embodies a commitment to energy conservation and to the environment.Wood windows were selected because they enabled the architects to stay true to the Neo-Romanesque design of the building — necessary for its listing on the National Register of Historic Places — while making the proper fenestration contribution to energy efficiency.The solution was Low-E, insulating glass in operable wood double-hung units that allow natural ventilation, a rare luxury for modern high-rise buildings. The design team made the most of the structure’s strengths — like the alignment and shape of the window openings and skylights, which allow abundant daylight to penetrate deep into interior spaces. The building’s use of windows makes natural illumination one of its more important energy-saving features. A strong commitment to the environment was also underscored by this solution. Not only do wood windows have excellent insulating properties, wood is also a renewable resource.In sum, the building is the perfect blend of history and technology — re-creating the elegance of the original structure while making use of today’s innovations.



Main Building – University of Notre Dame

• National Register of Historic Places
• Certified Historic Structure
• Didn’t pursue 20% federal tax credit
• Clad wood window replacement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Main Building at Notre Dame is a certified historic structure on the National Register of Historic Places.  Although the renovation of the building qualified for the 20% federal tax credit, the university chose not to pursue it because they didn’t want to be bound to every detail of the historic standards and guidelines,  However, the university and architect were still very interested in following the standards and guidelines to the greatest extent possible.Let’s look at how the original wood windows were replaced with new aluminum-clad wood windows.



Existing Windows – Floors 1-5
• Wood, Single-glazed
• Double-hung (4’ w x 11’ h)
• Curve-top exteriors & rectangle-top 

interiors
• Flat arch-tops to gothic-tops
• 100+ different radii
• Some window air conditioners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The condition of the original wood windows varied greatly as shown by the photos. Some windows had window air conditionersThe windows were single-glazed with authentic divided lights with wide vertical muntins and narrow horizontal muntins.  Many of the double-hungs were very large (4’ w x 11’ h).The existing double-hungs had curve-top exteriors & rectangle-top interiors.The curvature of the top of the windows varied as they went up the building, from flat arch-tops on floor 1 to gothic-tops on floor 5, with varying degrees of flat gothic-tops in between.Because of the large number of windows, inconsistent opening dimensions, variation at the top of the openings, and the desire to maintain consistent sealant joints between the brickmould and the brick, there were more than 100 different radii on the window tops and attached brickmould.



Existing Windows – Floors 1-5
• Divided lights, some failures, 

inconsistent widths
• Varying levels of deterioration
• Air & water leakage
• Condensation/Frost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were varying levels of deterioration among the windows with muntin failures, inconsistent muntin widths, significant air leakage, water leakage, and issues with condensation and frost during the cold winter months.



Existing vs. New Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new aluminum-clad wood windows approximated the existing windows in nearly every respect.One of the challenges was how to deal with the different opening shapes on the outside vs. the inside.  An aluminum blind stop was created to replace the original wood blind stop.  And the aluminum brickmould was designed to recreate the shape of the existing brickmould and blind stop.Click back and forth to show how the new window design matches the historic design of the existing frame cut-away.The new brickmould was attached to the frame of the new window in such a way that it covered the frame, thus recreating the historic profiles and sight lines while allowing both sash to be operable.The elevation drawings show the different opening shapes on the outside vs. the inside and the slight variation in dimensions that led to so many different radii.



Before & After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compare the old window on the left with the new windows on the right.  Question: what do you see?They match each other in nearly every respect (muntins, sightlines, brickmould, shadow lines, etc.)The photo on the right showing floors 2-4 shows the variation in curvature of the window tops as you move up the building.



Before & After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compare the old window on the left with the new window on the right.Although these aren’t the same opening on the building, the detailing is very similar.FYI.  The opening on the left is actually the one shown on the next slide above the gothic top openings.  



Before & After Before & After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compare the old windows on the left with the new windows on the right.A very close match!  



Holden Block - Chicago
• National Register of Historic Places
• Certified Historic Structure
• 20% federal tax credit
• Chicago landmark & local tax credits
• Aluminum-clad wood windows, storefront, & entrances
• Existing windows were gone

Before After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Holden Block is a Chicago landmark and certified historic structure on the National Register of Historic Places.  Because the building had lost so much of it’s original character through time, local and federal tax credits were a critical component in financing its restoration.  From the photo on the left, you can see that all of the original windows were completely gone.  So the architect looked at original photos and other buildings with similar detailing to recreate the new windows in the style of the original windows.Background information:The Holden Block at 1027 W. Madison St. is a four-story commercial loft building built in 1872. It is designed in the Italianate architectural style with a plethora of finely-crafted stone ornament concentrated around upper-floor windows.According to the report of the Chicago Commission on Landmarks, “. . . the use of decoration around windows and doors and along rooflines enhanced street-facing facades.  Tall, narrow windows up to 10’ tall, topped by decorative stone lintels, often with incised floral medallions, can be found in many shapes.”Result: One of the few remaining 1870s commercial loft buildings on Chicago’s Near West Side — the Holden Block — has been saved and brought back to its historic splendor thanks to its designation as a local Chicago landmark certified historic structure.



Before

After

Window Details - Aluminum-clad Wood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 24 windows on the north face of the building . . . treated with eight different window surrounds.  The windows are designed with the greatest complexity on the second floor and get simpler as the building risesUnlike the Notre Dame project, the windows with curve-top frames are curved on both the interior and exterior.  The original wood windows were replaced with aluminum-clad windows simulating the design of the historic windows.Unlike Notre Dame where an aluminum brickmould was attached to the frame of the window, the Holden Block utilizes a composite trim material to simulate the original wood brickmould at the perimeter of the windows.  A composite material was chosen for the windows because it was the material of choice for all of the other decorative trim in the storefront.
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Storefront Details - Aluminum-clad Wood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aluminum storefront was removed and a new ground level storefront was created from aluminum-clad wood windows and doors to recreate the original wood storefront and doors.First, we’ll look at the window detailing on either side of the entrances and then we’ll look at the detailing around the entrance.



Storefront Details - Windows
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Storefront Details - Entrance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the windows flanking the doors on either side, the aluminum-clad wood windows above the door utilize the same composite trim detail at the perimeter of the windows to simulate the original wood trim.The only exception is at the mullion between the door and transom where a piece of aluminum trim matching the window color was used to conceal the blocking between the two.The aluminum-clad wood doors at the main entrances incorporate the detailing of the original wood doors.  



• Discuss historic 
significance

• Describe historic 
standards & guidelines 
for window 
rehabilitation

• Design a window 
rehabilitation plan

• Evaluate window 
replacement options

Waksman Institute of Microbiology            Rutgers University

Review Learning Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the Learning Objectives for this presentation.1. Since defining what is and is not historically significant can be somewhat subjective, we defined historic significance in terms of preservation tax incentives.  We chose to focus on considerations for projects where the 20% tax credit was available.2. For building renovations where historic tax credits are important to the viability of the project, we learned that detailed, and somewhat restrictive, historic standards & guidelines for the design of window rehabilitation plans are mandated.  However, these guidelines also form the basis for creating a detailed window rehabilitation plan.3. We reviewed the detailing of historic wood windows and compared it to new windows available today.  We saw that historic window detailing varies greatly among today’s window manufacturers with a few offering new windows that match historic windows in nearly every detail.4. As shown through the three case studies, the renovation of historically significant buildings can result in very different but acceptable solutions.Paying attention to the details of a particular application, evaluating the conditions and following through on the type of window system selected will help to assure that the building and its windows will perform for many more years to come.



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes the AIA portion of the presentation.  Ask the audience if they have any additional questions about the presentation.  They are now free to ask specific questions about Pella products.Ask them to complete the evaluation form.  We are always looking for ways to improve the content of this continuing education program and appreciate receiving their thoughts on what they found most valuable, what they found least valuable, and what other window topics they would find interesting for future programs.
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